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DCD-Navajo Addressing Authority Department (NAAD) ; for NABI 

____________________________________ 

NAAD continues to over-see physical address verification (PAV) on a daily basis ; when someone wants proof-of-residency, they would come to us 
for document to present to MVD or other agencies for driver license revewal or other large purchases like auto dealers ; NAAD gets about 450 to 
500 request quarterly ; this information is used toward potential address points for chapters 

PAV is also used for voter registration, third party freight companies, medical supply delivery, SAMs.gov portal applications, and census tract 
information 

Utah Chapters: 

1) Aneth (Northern Agency): 

* all road/street signs have been installed except Aneth School campus ; some signs are already missing 

* action item: complete intersection sign installation for the Aneth School campus 

* action item: physically address 95% of the addressable structures ; those that have been physically addressed are from manual work ; centerlines 
have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured 
(segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Arizona Chapters: 

Bird Springs (Western Agency): 

Black Mesa 

• LRAC (local rural addressing committee) conducted the field data collection (FDC) process for all the addressable stuctures in the 
community ; with these potential address points, existing road/street network has been assessed to identify which road/street can be used 
for physical addressing ; additional LRAC worksessions were scheduled and right-of-way (R-O-W) packets can be prepared for BIA Roads ; 
this allows base post to be installed along BIA Roads 



• LRAC (local rural addressing committee) has conducted public hearing in 2022 and the road/street names have been approved ; LRAC is 
collecting quotations for sign materials to be purchased 

- 

Chilchinbii’toh (Western Agency): 

Some field data collection (FDC) process took place with two young LRAC members who were hired by Mr. Bedonie temporarily in 2022 ; however, 
they did not complete the phase of identifying road/street centerlines to prepare for the public hearing 

Chinle (Central Agency): 

Coalmine Mesa: 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Coppermine: 

15) Cornfields (Fort Defiance Agency): 



Sihasin funding source is being used by Alfreda Earl, chapter manager ; FDC process has been conducted and needs to be finalized ; road/street 
centerlines need to be assessed to identify centerlines and name the roads that never had a name ; public hearing will need to be scheduled before 
any sign materials can be purchased ; chapter has not provided updates since 2022 

Cove (Northern Agency): 

Addresses will be established because the road/street signs are in the ground after chapter conducted public hearing ; resolution was approved 
that gave the chapter the green light to purchase the sign materials ; sign installation has been completed including the housing subdivision ; 
physical addresses along road/street centerline needs to be completed 

-- 

--- (Denneohtsoi, see Utah) 

Fort Defiance (Fort Defiance Agency): 

Some FDC process has been completed ; however, now that we are in post-pandemic phase, LRAC will need to update a lot of the information ; the 
FDC process needs to be finalized ; in 2015, Apache County recorders office brought in National Community Civilian Corps (NCCC) from AmeriCorps 
to assist with the FDC process for both Saint Michaels and Fort Defiance ; this information that was collected needs to be finalized so that existing 
road/street network can be assessed 

---- 

----- 

Hardrock: 

Physical addressing needs to continue for this chapter ; road/street signs have been installed but the FDC process needs to be updated for the post-
pandemic phase ; the FDC information is over ten years old ; reliable LRAC contact is needed from this chapter for this project to continue 

Houck (Fort Defiance Agency): 

LRAC was established in 2022 and are starting the FDC process ; Wilhelmina Frank and other LRAC members have completed the rural addressing 
training and have not completed the first phase ; after the FDC process is complete, road/street network will be assessed to identify centerline 

------ 

Inscription House (Western Agency): 



FDC process was in progress for over a year but there has not been any update from the chapter planner (Vernon Willie) in 2023 ; the FDC process 
needs to be finalized so that existing road/street network can be assessed for centerlines 

------- 

-------- 

Kayenta (Western Agency): 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Kinlichii’ (Fort Defiance Agency): 

Some Physical addresses have been established along BIA Road that goes toward the chapter house ; however, LRAC (Allan Morez) have been 
released from the chapter and there is no LRAC contact in the second half of 2023 ; chapter passed resolution for the road/street names and sign 
materials were purchased ; most of the signs were installed throughout the community ; ADOT is involved to approve the R-O-W along state 
highway 264 ; this is pending and the chapter manager (Maybelle Kelewood) is aware of this matter ; one street centerline has been blocked off by 
the resident without chapter knowledge 



Klagetoh: 

Mr. Aaron Long is LRAC representative ; this chapter is also seeking ARPA funding under section 3 of the CYN-29-22 and LAM construction, Inc. is 
assisting ; NAAD staff met with LAM once regarding the rural addressing project last month ; LRAC identified the road/street centerlines after all 
the addressable structures have been captured ; however, the chapter still needs to approve resolution to accept the road/street name that LRAC 
has listed ; once the intersection signs are in place, physical addressing can continue with structure sign installation 

--------- 

LeChii’ (Western Agency): 

Physical addresses will be established because the road/street signs are in the ground after the chapter approved the road/street names over three 
years ago ; some of the base post needs to be corrected and the chapter vice president (Cassie Scott) is aware of the status ; City of Page is also 
aware that physical addresses still needs to be established now that the road/street signs are in the ground 

Lower Greasewood Springs (Fort Defiance Agency): 

FDC process is continuing by LRAC (Julia Benally & others) but still needs to be finalized ; NCCC assisted in 2016 that was part of Apache County 
recorder’s office grant ; the FDC process will need to be finalized so that road/street network can be assessed to identify centerlines 

Low Mountain: 

Physical addresses will be established because the road/street signs are in the ground after the chapter approved the road/street names over five 
years ago ; former LRAC (Vicky Armboy) is aware of the status and is not working with the chapter anymore ; another LRAC (Everette Lee) is 
suppose to be in touch but has not reached out yet this year ; he is aware of the fieldwork that is pending ; reliable LRAC needs to keep this project 
moving forward 

Lukachukai: 

Ths chapter identified all the road/street network and conducted the public hearing over five years ago ; they are at the quotation phase but a 
reliable LRAC contact is needed to keep this project moving forward ; a lot of preliminary work has been conducted by former LRAC (Barbara 
Harvey) to identify road/street centerlines but after they left, no one has taken over 

Lupton (Fort Defiance Agency): 

Physical addresses will be established because the road/street signs are in the ground after the chapter approved the road/street names over a 
years ago ; chapter president (Arlene Murphy) temporarily appointed a community member to assist with installing structure signs because the 
physical addresses are ready to be installed ; some structure signs have already been installed on the north side of the chapter house ; a reliable 
LRAC contact is needed for this project to continue 



35) Many Farms: 

FDC process is continuing by LRAC (Kamiko & Waylon) for this chapter ; they are seeking ARPA funding under section 3 of CJN-29-22 with LAM 
construction ; FDC process needs to be finalized so that road/street network can be assessed for centerline development ; road and street names 
need to be finalized so that public hearing can be scheduled ; IDIQ contractor is aware of this phase 

----------- 

Nahat’adziil (Fort Defiance Agency): 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Nazlini (Central Agency): 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter 



* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

------------ (Navajo Mountain, see Utah) 

Oak Springs: 

Former LRAC (Lonnie Parker) conducted some FDC process ; CSC (Flavian Tabaha) is trying to pick her back up but may need to be hired through 
workforce development ; chapter is struggling to locate a reliable LRAC member to continue with this project ; FDC process needs to be finalized 

------------- 

-------------- 

Red Mesa: 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 



* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Red Valley: 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 



* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Rough Rock: 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Round Rock: 

Road and street signs have been installed ; Physical addresses will be established because the road/street signs are in the ground after the chapter 
approved the road/street names over a year ago ; chapter officials are aware of the status ; former LRAC (Dorothy Johnson) is no longer with the 
chapter and  there is no contact person at this time ; the rest of the road/street signs need to be installed for this project to continue with the 
physical addressing phase 

--------------- 



45) Sawmill: 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter ; LAM construction is an IDIQ contractor and is suppose to help this chapter with rural addressing project ; 
NAAD staff already met with LAM regarding this project 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Saint Michaels: 

Former LRAC (Patricia Begay & others) conducted the FDC process and were getting into naming the road/streets for Saint Michaels and Window 
Rock area when the chapter administration released the team members several years ago ; to this day, not one has worked on the project 

Sweetwater (Northern Agency): 

FDC process is continuing but CSC (Tovina Yazzie) is challenged with reliable internet connection at the chapter house ; chapter also needs a 
reliable LRAC member to continue with the project and finalize the FDC process 

---------------- 

50) Tachii’-Blue Gap: 



Some FDC process has been conducted before former LRAC was released from employment ; AMS (Antoinette Dan) is aware of the project status ; 
a reliable LRAC is needed for this project to continue 

T’iistsoh (Fort Defiance Agency): 

Installation of intersection signs will be completed along Route N-6 (also state highway 87) ; in the rural area of the chapter service area, most 
intersection signs have been installed ; next phase will be to establish physical addresses at each address points 

Tuba City (Western Agency): 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter although some representatives were trained that included conference calls (Leon Begay & Nelson Cody, Jr.) ; 
no one is continuing with the project 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

----------------- 

Whippoorwill Springs (Central Agency): 

 



______________________________________________________________ 

New Mexico Chapters: 

60) Alamo: 

Most of the intersection signs have been installed ; shields along state highway 169 needs to be completed ; all signs will have to be installed 
before physical addressing can begin ; at this time, there is no LRAC to help with this project ever since Lee Tsosie left the chapter 

- 

Beclabito (Northern Agency): 

All the shields and intersection signs of the 4-digit-road names have been installed ; some signs coincide with existing BIA Road signs ; physical 
addresses have been conducted but LRAC needs to continue with maintenance ; some signs are missing and LRAC needs to update the FDC process 
now that the pandemic is lifting ; LRAC has been notified earlier this year 

65) Burnham (Northern Agency): 

All the shields and intersection signs for the 4-digit-road names have been installed ; however, some of the signs need to be replace ; there is no 
one to carry on the project for maintenance ever since grazing official left the chapter house who was also LRAC 

-- 

Churchrock: 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter ; however, IDIQ contractor will assist this chapter with ARPA funding 

* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 



* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

Crystal: 

ARPA recipient chapter, LAM construction will be assisting this chapter with Kristin Damon, CSC ; there is no LRAC but the chapter passed 
resolution to get quotations for the purchase of the road/street signs ; NAAD staff is meeting with LAM construction on behalf of Crystal chapter 

--- 

Gad’ii’ahi-Toko’i: 

Physical addresses have been established after the 4-digit-road signs have been installed ; however, some signs are missing and ever since LRAC 
(Rosie Frank) left the chapter, no one is carrying on this project 

---- 

 (86 & 87) Niinahnizaad / San Juan (Northern Agency): 4-digit-road 

Both chapters have gone through the LRAC  training and both groups have access to the mapping tool ; they would need to finalize the FDC process 
; Niinahnizaad LRAC have been trained to access the mapping tool so that they can begin the existing road/street assessments ; this group is 
making an effort to stay in touch with NAAD for continued training 

 

--------- 

Ojo Encino (Eastern Agency): 

Sihasin funding source is expected to be used by chapter manager (Glora Chiquito) ; FDC process is being finalized and some road network has been 
identified for centerline development ; this project will continue 

---------- 

----------- 



Ramah: 

LRAC (Gjermundson Jake) has been trained and some signs were installed along some streets where housing subdivision BIA R-O-W is not pending ; 
most BIA Roads have signs but some streets in the housing area, chapter approved resolution to purchase signs ; this project is continuing 

 

------------ 

Sanostee: 

Most of the instersection signs for 4-digit-road have been installed ; however, this needs to be completed before physical addressing is to begin ; 
ever since LRAC (Ms. Dayish & others) left the chapter house, no one is picking up this project 

Sheep Springs (Northern Agency): 

All the 4-digit-road signs have been installed along with shields along state highway 491 and 134 over Narbona Pass ; however, physical addressing 
phase needs to continue ; there is no LRAC person to help since LRAC (Sadie Daye) left the chapter house 

Shiprock: 

LRAC conducted a four day public hearing at the end of 2022 and chapter passed resolution to accept the road/street names ; with over 215 
road/street centerlines, the chapter is installing signs within the metropolitan area ; after all the signs are installed, physical addressing will begin 
with LRAC (Jessica Johnson & Michele Peterson) 

ToHajiilee: 

Physical addresses are in place thanks to SDR, inc., the certified New Mexico E9-1-1 contractor from 2011 ; updates are conducted on yearly basis ; 
there is no LRAC representative and some road centerlines have been discontinued by the road agency without notifying Division of Community 
Development 

Two Grey Hills (Northern Agency): 4-digit-road 

Some signs were installed for  the road/street names ; this project would need to continue but there is no LRAC assigned ever since LRAC left the 
chapter 

-------------- 

110) Whiterock (Eastern Agency): half is 4-digit-road 

* no LRAC contact from this chapter although Ms. Armenta occasionally calls NAAD staff ; they need to be persistent with this project 



* action item: need to capture all the addressable structures with attributes (FDC process) ; attributes included in the FDC (field data collection) 
process for each addressable structure: (unique ID ; name ; mailing address ; landline (if any) ; road/street name ; structure type (Hogan, trailer, 
single family home, business, school, church, etc.) 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify official roads/streets ; names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can 
be purchased ; quantity of each road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: after FDC process is completed, identify unofficial roads/streets ; if there are four or more addressable structure on a given 
road/street, a name will be created in compliant with NNRAID standards ; section 3, page 4, bullet #1 and #2 of NNRAID standard provides 
guidance ; the newly created names of these roads/streets will be adopted so that blade signs can be purchased and installed ; quantity of each 
road/street name signs to be determined by centerline intersections in the chapter service area 

* action item: physically address all the addressable structures ; centerlines have been measured in the field to calculate the physical address 
number ; for the rest of the work, centerline dataset needs to be configured (segmented) so that length can be ascertained to produce the physical 
address numbers 

* action item: after establishing physical address numbers, structure signs need to be constructed so that it can be installed on the house, Hogan, 
trailer, public buildings, and other structures 

* action item: physical address notification (PAN) sheet needs to be produced to be issued to the primary resident (owner) 

 

 

 




